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The present invesligation reports on changes in the pedagogy and content o f 
one teacher as a runction of experience. The teacher was obse rved in Year 2 
and in Year 6 teaching basketball and gymnastics in the same schoo l. Data 
were coll ec ted using direcl observations from videotapes o f the lessons tlnd 
semiSLIlIctlired interviews. Direct observutioll categori es included lesson time. 
content type and sequence. instructional methods. teacher interact ions. and 
student opportuniti es to respond. Three interviews were conducted with ques-
ti ons deri ved rrom videotape observation. A comparison o r illstructi onailinits 
conducted in Ye,lT 2 and Year 6 reveals s imilarities in the pedagogical organi-
zaJ ion of Ihe lessons. but di frerences in the conlelll : less skill deve lopmelll 
occurred in Year 6 than in Year 2. Inlerviews revealed thai skill expectations 
were less in Year Glhan Ihey were in Year 2. These findings art! interpreted in 
terms o r three recurring Ihemes: pedagogical reduct ioni sm. lypicalily. and iso-
lal ion. 
Since Berliner ( 1988} proposed a stage theory for the development ofleacher 
expertise. the study of beginning teachers, ty pically the purv iew of the socializa-
tion literature, has been paired Wilh the study of experienced and expert teachers. 
One purpose of such inquilY has been to better info011 teacher education policy 
makers and lcachers' praclice (Cushing. Sabers. & Berliner, 1995). Research que,-
Lions have shifted from identifyi ng mechani sms of incultu ration. to identi fyi ng 
differences among experienced and less experienced teachers. Berl iner (1988) used 
experience as a key vari able to differenti ate among five stages of teaching exper-
tise fro m novice (0 expert tcachers. A consistent find ing from those who study 
experti se in fi elds such as music. art . sport , and workplace settings has been thal 
progress toward experti se {t.hat we defin e broadly as increased competency in one 's 
lield} requires at least 10 years of experience. which typically means repeated 
prac tice over time (Ericsson. Kra mpe, & Tesch-Romer. 1993: Hayes. 198 1: 
Kalinowski , 1985: Simon & Chase, 1973). 
Though experience is a necessary condit ion fordeveloping both competence 
and expertise. it is insuffic ient to explain how and why changc~ occur (Berline r. 
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1988; Cushing, et al.. 1995; Ericsson, et al.. 1993; Siedentop & Eldar. 1989). Embed-
ded in experience are acts of reflection. mentorship by others. professional develop-
ment, and contextual factors such as the length ofume in a setling and the stability of 
that setting. that serve to shape the behavior of the teacher (Cushing et al.. 1995; 
Ericsson et al.. 1993; Shulman. 1987; Siedentop & Eldar, 1989; Tsangaridou & 
Siedentop, 1995). Studies reponing differences in teaching experience usually take 
one of two approaches. Preservice tcachers are compared to experienced teachers, 
teacher educators. andlor beginning rcachers. or studies rcpon changes in teacher 
behavior over the course of a unit. semester, or year. In the fonner, descriptive and 
correlational methods are used (e.g., Eldar. Siedentop. & Jones. 1989; Housner, Gomez, 
& Griffey. 1993), while the latter have used predominantly case methodologies (e.g .. 
Graham, French. & Woods. 1993). 
In physical education, differences among 1110re and less experienced tcach-
ers have been examined in tenns of pedagogy (Fink & Siedentop. 1989; O ' Sullivan. 
Strool. & Tannehill , 1989; Siedentop & Eldar. 1989; Siedentop, Ooutis, Tsangaridou, 
Ward, & Rauschenbach, 1994; Vogler, van der Mars, Cusimano, & Darst. 1992), 
planning and decision maki ng (Byra & Shennan, 1993; Ennis. 1994; Housner & 
Griffey, 1985; Stroot & Monon. 1989), values and beliefs processes (Graham. 
Hohn. Werner. & Woods. 1993), pedagogical content knowledge (Ennis, Mueller. 
& Zhu, 1991; Graham, Hopple. Manross, & Sitzman. 1993: Housner et al.. 1993). 
observation and interpretation of teaching-learning processes (Graham, French. et 
al.. 1993), and skill analysis (Beverage & Gangstead. 1988). Collectively, these 
studies support the notion that there is a difference among experienced and inex-
perienced teachers. In contrast, van der Mars, Vogler, Darst, and Cusimano (1995) 
compared novice, experienced, and expert teachers using verbal feedback and aca-
demic learning time-physical education (ALT-PE) variables and reponed that there 
was no significant difference on any variable analyzed among the groups of teach-
ers. Their results might be interpreted in at least twO ways. First , the variables they 
chose mighll10l be sensiLive enough to delecllhe qualitative changes reported by 
other researchers (e.g .. Ennis et aI., 1991 ; Graham. Hahn, et aI., 1993). Second, the 
study compared teachers on the basis of one 30-lllinule lesson. Perhaps more ob-
servation sess ions arc required to detect the differences among tcachers who vary 
in experience. 
One of the most comprehensive comparisons in the physical education litera-
ture among experienced and beginning teachers was reponed in a Jallnllll a/Teaching 
Physical Edllcation monograph (Siedentop, 1989). Seven elementary school special-
ists were studied: 3 veteran, 2 beginning. and 2 intermediate (3-4 years experience) 
teachers. All subjects were considered effective teachers. initially detemlined by their 
reputations and later va lidated by ALT-PE data collected throughout the study (Eldar 
et aI. , 1989). Multiple methodologies were used to triangulate findings and to exam-
inedirferent aspects of the teachers'lives. One imponant finding of that study was lhe 
interaction between pedagogical skilifuiJ]css and subject matter mastery for the de-
velopment of expertise. Siedentop (1989) Doted that although the elementary teachers 
in this study were competent in Illany curriculum areas. they oflen displayed expertise 
in areas where they were subjecl ll1alter specialist"i. This contcxt-specilic finding raises 
questions of ecological validity relative to the investigatjon of teaching experience, if 
comparisons among leachers are made without regard to their areas of subject matter 
knowledge, For example, a tcacher might be a subject matter specialist in soccer but 
not in swimming. Classifying the teacher as a generic expert and assuming that the 
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data obtained from a swimming lesson were representative of an expen would be 
misleading. 
This paper is the first of two to report on changes in the context of a teacher 's 
world. The teacher was one of the beginning teachers reponed in the elementary 
school speciali st monograph. (Siedentop, 1989). Five years later. in his 6th year or 
teaching. he was revi sited at the same time of year. in the same school. and in the 
same gymnasium, leaching the same units (basketball and gymnastics). In a broad 
sense, we were interested in what was similar and different in the context of this 
teacher's world. lo another paper, we will take a rnacroanalytic view to report On 
the social and political dimensions tilat shaped the world of this teacher. 111e present 
Investigation takes a morc microanalytic view and reports on the changes in his 
pedagogy and the selection of cOntent as a function of his experiences. The origi-
nal observations from Vear 2 had been videotaped. affording the authors the oppor-
tunity to compare the teacher solving similar pedagogical and curricu lar problems 
5 years later. Comparisons berwecnthe 2nd and 6th year of teaching have panicu-
lar significance. First. they represent slight ly more than half of the time that re-
searchers consider to be necessary for the development of expertise, and though 
Beriiner ( 1988) cautioned that progress towards expenise involved behavior changes 
not merely the passage of time, this period nonetheless ought to reflect changes in 
teaching behavior if they have occurred as a result of experience (Ericsson et al.. 
1993; Simon & Chase. 1973). Second. the 5th year of teaching represents a point in 
time when approximately 30% of new teachers have lert the profession (Rosenholtz. 
1987). As such. this repon represents a portrait of one who stayed. 
METHOD 
Participant and Setting 
111is study was conducted in a school located in a lower-middle class suburb 
of a large metropolitan city in the Midwest. In Vear 2 and Vear 6. the district re-
quired physical education for elementary school ch ildren twice per week for 40-
minute lessons. The gymnasium selling remained structurally the same in Year 6 
as it had been in Vear 2. The gymnasium was approximately the size of one half 
basketball coun and was equipped with 3 basketball backboards. I balance beam. 
I set of parallel bars, and 10 mats. The teacher reponed little equipment had been 
added in the intervening years. though he noted that he had repaired much of the 
equipment used in the physical education program (e.g .• cones. mats. basketball 
hoops). The teacher, lan, was in his 6th year of tcaching. Ian has been teaching ill 
that school since graduation. In Vear 2 he reponed that basketball was his strong 
unit of instruction, because of his subject matter knowledge, and that gymnastics 
was hi s weak unit of inSlfuctioil . In Year 6. basketball remains his strong unit, but 
he reported lhal his subject matter knowledge of gymnastics had improved from 
Vear 2. In both Vear 2 and Vear 6. Grade 5 was used for the instructional analysis. 
Class size in Year 2 was 28, and in Year 6 it was 26. There were a similar number 
of males and females in each class in each year. Informed consent was obtained 
from the teacher and his principal prior 10 commencement of the observations in 
both years. Addilionally. the investigation complied with the university's policies 
on the use of human subjects, which are consistent with the American Psychologi-
cal Association's standards. 
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Data Collection 
Data were collected using direc t observations and semistructured interviews. 
The baskelball unils in Year 2 and in Year 6 were condUCled for 10 days. In Year 2, 
only 5 of the days were videotaped and represented lessons from the beginn ing, 
middle, and end of the unit. In Year 6, all of the lessons were observed, wilh the 
exception of the I Sl lesson. During this first lesson, the teacher reported lO !he 
investigators that the majority of class lime was spent reviewi ng rules and expecta-
tions. The gymnastics unit in Year 2 and Year 6 was conducted for 7 days. In Year 
2, 6 of the 7 days were videOiaped, and in Year 6 , 4 of Ihe 7 were videotaped. 
DireCT ObservaTion 
Videotapes from Year 2 were reanalyzed using cOlllinuous as opposed to 
interva l lime-sampling tactics. Table J displays th ree units of analys is (class. sfU -
dent . and tcacher) and the subcategories that were used lO classify the observa-
tions. The class categolies provided answers to the question. "How do clai)s me mbers 
collective ly spend their lime during the lessons." Five subcategories were used to 
describe the use of class time: management. wann-up, transition. instruction, and 
engagement. Warm-up tasks were subdivided into general . specilic. and fiUl ess 
categories. Indi vidual student behaviors were reported as opportunities to respond 
(OTR). These responses were described in terms of Ihe 10lal number of tria ls ob-
served. the number that were correct and incorrect. A boy or a girl was alternately 
se lected each lesson as represcntati ve of the class 10 report student OTR rares. 
Three ca tegories were used to assess tcacher behavior: tasks. instructional meth-
ods used, and number and ty pe of teacher interactions during engagcment (exclud-
ing all other segments of the lesson, stich as manageme nt and instruction). An 
interaction was defined as a teacher-initiated episode where the teacher spoke e i-
ther onc-on-one with a student or with a subset of students. 
After collecting the data we found . like van der Mars et al.. and Cusimano 
( 1995), Ihal lime was nOi a variable Ihal distinguished belwecnlan's perfomlances in 
Year 2 and Year 6. however, content was. When a description of content was used as a 
unit of analysis, differences ex isted in task selection. sequencing, ,mel in the lesson 
strucnlrc. In addition, categori zing tasks in temlS of their content development using 
Rink's ( 1985) framework did nor discriminale clearly as 10 whal cOnlcnl changes 
occulTed from Year 2 to Year 6. [nstead. we constl1lcted scope and sequence charts 
based on the direct observation of the teacher's lesson to repon on changes in contenl. 
Us ing the videotape record , a second observer, Olhenvise unconnected with 
the study, coded alJ time . student. and teacher interaction data . Interobservcr agree· 
ment was computed to a percentage by dividing the number of agreements by the 
number of agreements plus disagreements. and multipl yi ng by J 00. The mean 
imerobserver agreement measure for c lass data (i.e., time-based data) was 89%, 
for student opportunities to respond 92%. and fo r teacher interactions 87% (i.e., 
event-based dma). Additionally. the Year 6 scope and sequence charts were pre-
~cnted to lan, nnd he verified that our representation of lash was correct. 
tlllelviews 
Inlerviews were conducted by thc second author following each unit. The 
interviews followed the interv iew guide approach (Panon. 1990) wi th queslions 
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Table I Unit of Analysis and Observation tustrument Categories 
Unit or analysis 
Class 
Student 
Teacher 
Calcgory 
Manage ment 
Wann-up 
Transition 
Instruction 
Engagement 
Opponunilies 10 
respond 
Task 
Melhod 
Subcategories 
General 
Specific 
Other (e.g .. fitness) 
Tol:1I number 
Number correct 
Number incorrect 
Description 
Sequence within and across lessons 
Whole grollp/leacher directed 
Task sheets 
Stations 
Contracts 
Other styles or combinat ions 
With 5111a11 groups or individuals 
199 
Interactions 
(teacher inj l i ~llcd) Type: desist. instruction, orgnnizational, 
other (corrective feedback/praise) 
derived from the videotapes and a priori concerns explored during the interview. 
All interviews were audiotaped. transcribed, and analyzed. Triangulation with the 
descriptive data and fie ld nOles was accomplished during the preparation of lhe 
manuscript to ensure the credibility of the interv iew data. A member check was 
conducted by giving Lan a copy of the manuscript and asking him to comment on 
the accuracy of our interpretation . After reviewing the manuscript. Ian did not rec-
onunend any changes to our interpretation, but he did offer some additional detail 
as to why he chose the content he used in Year 6. These additional details have 
been incorporated into the paper. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Basketball 
Table 2 presents descriptive data for the basketball unils conducted in Year 2 
and in Year 6 usi ng three units of analysis: allocation of class time, student oppor-
tuni ties 1'0 respond, and teacher instructional data. 
Allocatioll of Class Time 
Approximately 8%ofthc available lesson time was spent on management tasks 
in each year. W,mll-up time in each year occupied approximately 25% of the lesson 
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Table 2 Summary of Descriptive Data : Basketball 
Unit of Year 2 Year 6 
analysis Cmcgories M' % M ' % Rmel> 
Class Management 8.2 8. 1 
Warm-up: General 25.2 24.7 
Warm-up: Specific 15.4 
Instruction 16.4 19. 1 
Engagement.: 38.6 26.2 
Transition 11.6 6.5 
Sludent OTR, 43 3.9 10 1.0 
Correct 43 100 9 90 
Incorrect 0 0.0 10 
Teacher Interactions 40 2.91 39.25 4.7 
~Mean number of interactions or OTRs per lesson. "Rate per minute calculated on the 
'cng.tgcment . 
and included filIless and agility components. TIllis. while the lime spenr on wanll-up 
each year may appear high, it reflects Ian 'scommi(mcnt to including a fitness compo-
nent in his day-to-day lessons. TIle general warm-up in boLh years was almost identi-
cal, suggesting little had changed in the intervening years. [n Year 6, a skill-specific 
wanll-up consisting of dribbling rclays was used (0 (a) provide an interval training 
component to the warm-up. and (b) to review basic dribbling skills. Ian considered 
the skill-specific warm-up to be a tronsition between wann-up and the main body of 
Ole lesson. Accordingly, the skill-specific wann-up data have been reponed separate 
from warm-up and engagement to indicate their special overlapping status in the les-
son. The effect was to lower the overall engagement time in other pans oflhe lesson in 
Year 6 to 26%. However. if the skill-specific warm-up is included in the calculation of 
engagement, then the pattern of engaged time in Year 2 and Year 6 is similar (Year 2, 
38.6%; Year 6, 4 1.6%). Time spent delivering instruction was slightly more in Year 6 
(19.1 %) than in Year 2 (16.4%). Transitions were nearly half as much in Year 6 (6.5%) 
as in Year2 ( 11 .6 %). In comparison with other studies of elementary schools (Siedentop, 
1991 ). these data suggest that, with the exception of the higher than usual wann-up 
lime, Ian was efficient in his rime management of the class! and in terms of ALT-PE, 
bis engagemenl percentages are indicative of an effeclive teacher (SiedenlOp, 1991). 
Student Opportunities to Respond 
Student OTR data in Ycar 6 are different from those of Year 2. The number of 
responses made per Icsson in Year 2 averaged 43, and in Year 6 averaged 10. Given the 
higher engagement time in Ye.:'lf 2, rates of responding in Year 2 were 3 per minute and 
were three times higher than in Year 6 (I per minute). Though the skill-specific warm-
up involved dribbling, these OTRs were not included in the analysis because (a) they 
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would artificially inflate the total OTR rates, and (b) Ian considered the skill -specific 
wann-up a transition between wann-up and the main body of the lesson. The OTRs 
from the skill-specific waml-up have instead been represented as a duration measure, 
which bener reilects the fi tness objec ti ve of the unit (McKenzie, 199 1). 
Teacher Instructional Data 
The differences in student OTR's can be explained in large part by the changes 
in lan's instructional methods, interactions, and task assignments. 
Instructional Methods. The predominant instructional method employed 
by Ian in both years was il variation of the whole-group, teacher-directed strategy. 
Lan frequently had severa) groups working concurrently on similar teacher-directed 
tasks. In Year 2, he used stations as part of his teaching method but did not use 
them in Year 6, explaining that stations created managerial di sorder: "The situa-
tions just keep disintegrating until you get to the point where I'll put as many of 
you in a si tuation as I can, but that's going to be if." Using stations was seen by Ian 
in Year 2 as a way to maximize practice lime by increasing ALT-PE. Over the 
years, however, thi s strategy was encumbered by dismptions that slowed down the 
lesson and ultimately lowered ALT-PE. On the one hand, the selection of teaching 
methods that reduce di sruptions and maintain what Kounin ( 1970) called lesson 
"smoothness:' represents an important pedagogical skill. On the other hand. it 
may represent a path of least resistance. Ian reasoned he couldn 't have muhiple 
tasks occurring simultaneously because students were unable to complete the re-
qui red tasks. fan felt quite strongly that in Year 6 the students in the school were 
less capable than their Year 2 counterparts, a view he suggested was shared by the 
majority ofteachers in his school. This difference in students was attributed by fan 
to changing home environments, such as children coming from homes where alco-
hol ism and drug use were common and where related abuses occurred. 
Teacher IllteraCliolls. Teacher actjolls are reported in Table 2 as a lOtal num-
ber or interactions during engagemenl.in both years, the interactions were (a) with 
indi viduals over 90% of the time. and (b) involved correcti ve feedback and praise 
pai red together (95%), with desists representing less than I % of all interactions. 
There were approximately the same number or interactions per lesson in each year 
(Year 2, 40; Year 6,39.3). The rate of interactions, computed by using the amount 
of engaged time spent by the class, indicates that in Year 6 imeractions were con-
siderably more frequent (2.9 1 to 4.7 per minute). Engagemelll time in Year 2 (38.6%) 
is one third more than Year 6 (26.2%), indicating that Ian interacted more with his 
students in less lime in Year 6, than in Year 2. 
Tasks. Table 3 presents the scope and sequence chart deri ved from the vid-
eotape record of insLmctional tasks during Year 2 and Year 6. There are two caveats 
relati ve to interpreting these data. First, in Year 2, only 5 of 10 lessons were ob-
served representing different phases of the unit, and thus our conclusions are based 
Oil a sample of 50% of the lessons. Second, the dtibbling tasks identified on Table 
3 as A and B represent pan of the skill -specific warm-up used in Year 6. 
Four findings arc relevant when comparing the differences in each year. First, 
there were fewer tasks performed per lesson and more time was spent on each task 
in Year 2 than in Year 6. Th is finding holds true whether we include or exc lude 
the skill -spec ific warm-up. In short , student s spent less time on more tasks in 
Year 6 and performed rewer practi ce trials than in Year 2. Second. the pace of 
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Table 3 Basketball Task.~ and Order of Presentation in Year 2 and Year 6 
Tasks Lessons 
Dribbling A: up and b::lck 
with crossover during tum 
Layupl4 groupsll ball pcr 
group 
SCI shotl4 groupsl l ball 
per group 
Sct sho t rebounding drill 
Dribbling B: zigzag wilh 
crossover 
Bounce pass 
Chcst pass 
Pick and roll 
Four square: bounce P::ISS 
Four square: chest pass 
Keep-away: chest and 
bounce pass 
3-tcam rclay/3 baskets! 
2 chances 10 make 1 layup 
Dribble to I shot layup 
3-on-3 and 4-011-4 games 
Around-the-world set shol 
Horse game oplions 
2 3 
2 2 
1 2 
I ' 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
6 
2 
2 
2 
2 
7 8 
2 2 
2 
2 
2 
9 
2 
2 
10 
2 
- , = Ycar 2 lessons. A tOlal of 5 (o f 10) lessons were videotaped in year 2. The order of 
lessons is correct. but nol the specific lesson number. "2 = Year 6 lessons. On day I in year 
6. the teacher reported what tasks had been taught 
the lesson in terms oflhe number of tasks presented was greater in Year 6 than Year 
2. More content was covered in Year 6 than in Year 2, albeit with less time per task. 
Third, the lime spenl on instruction is not the same in each year. In Vear 6 more 
tasks were explained in less time, and in Year 2 fewer tasks were explained in more 
time. nlis "efficiency" may reflect a better command of pedagogical content knowl-
edge in Year 6 compared to Year 2. Fourth, lhe nature of lasks were different in 
Year 6 than in Year 2. In Year 2, lhe goals of the lesson were directed toward 
basketball lactics such as the pick and roll , with considerable emphasis placed on 
when and why students should use such tactics. In Year 6, lhe goals were directed 
toward playground activities such as "horse" and " round the world ," Jan com-
mented on this content shift stating, "1 dOLl't do games anymore. I' ve cut back on 
what I try to teach them. We don't go into defensive skills," explaining, ''I've tried 
to teach games and there is no way .... They cannot referee their own game. They 
cannot manage their own behavior .... h does not resemble basketbal1." His deci-
sion to change the inslTuctional content from a focus on tactics to playground games 
is grounded in his sense of what students can achieve in his lesson. 
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These and similar experiences caused Ian to reexamine his values relative (Q 
what he can achieve in teachjng skills alld games. Reflecting on his goals and 
expectalions in Year 2. Ian commented. "When I started, I really kind of looked 
down on playground games. ,. but in Year 6 he slared: 
My main objective is that you Ithe student] can function in a playground 
setting, Lhat you would have enough success and have the basic skills of 
dribbling. a lay-up. and a sel shot and pass. That you would want 10. and 
could gel in a pick up game of two-on-two. three-on-three. 
In Year 2, skill development for the purpose of game skill fulness was an 
overriding theme of lan's lessons and program . In Year 6, skillfulness in terms of 
being able to handle the equipment well enough 10 engage in social play was lan's 
stated objective. In short , having students engaged in the class with CQm ent they 
can engage in on the playground is better than the alternative of stlldents not in-
volved on the playground because they were nOl skilled in basic games. 
Gymnastics 
Table 4 presellls descriptive daw for the gymnastics units conducted in Year 
2 and in Year 6, using three units of analysis: allocation of class ti me. student 
opportunities to respond. and teacher instructional data. 
Allocatioll of Class Time 
Time spent on management tasks in Year 2 and Year 6 during gymnastics 
differed slightly. In Year 2. management lime occupied 7.5% of Ihe lesson. while 
Table 4 Summary of Descriptive Data: Gymastif..'S 
Unit of 
analysis Categories 
C lass Management 
Wann-up: General 
Warm-up: Specific 
Instruction 
Engagement' 
T ransition 
Student OTR:o. 
Correct 
Incorrect 
Teacher Interac ti ons 
M' 
27 
17.3 
9.7 
41 
Year 2 
R:Jte" 
7.5 
20.2 
18.3 
48.6 
5.4 
.72 
64.2 
35.8 
2.5 
Vear 6 
M' % 
9.3 
2~.9 
11.6 
20.3 
29.2 
5.7 
11.2 1.0 
5.5 48.9 
5.8 51.1 
13.7 2.1 
"Mean number of interactioll!> or OTRs per lesson. ~Rale per minute ca lculated on the 
'engagement. 
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in Year 6 management occupied 9.3% of the lesson. Warm-up time in Year 2 was 
20.2% compared to 23.9% of the lesson in Year 6. As with basketball , an addi -
tional component was added in Year 6. Ian added a 3-5 minute fitness run to the 
gymnastics lesson. Unl ike the basketball unit , the content had little to do with 
gymnastics. Jan reported that he fell strongly that during winter. students needed 
an "aerobic pick-me-up." He be lieved that this helped his lessons. because stu-
dents were more "awake" following the run than they otherwise would be. He fe lt 
be had less off-task behavior during the remainde r of the lesson if he used the 
fi lnesl<' run. 
These data re tleclcd lan's commitment to inc luding fitn ess in his daY- lo-day 
les~on planning. but they also indicate a managerial function of the fitn ess run 
prior (Q the gymnastic acti vities. The fitness rlln accoul1ted for 11 .6% ofille lesson 
time and the effect was to lower the overall engagement time to 29.2% of lesson 
time, compared to 48.6% of the lesson Year 2. Despite the loss of time to fitn ess, 
29.2% represents an above average percentage of engaged lime during gymnastics 
instruction (Metzler, 1979: Ward, 1990). Time spent on instruction was slightly 
more in Year 6 ( 19. 1 %) than in Year 2 ( 16.4%), and transitions were quite similar 
in both years (Year 2,5.4%: Year 6,5.7%). 
Sll/del1t Opportunities to Respond 
Rates of responding in Year 2 were 0.72 per minute with 27 OTRs pertarget 
student per lesson. In Year 6. rates o r responding were I pe r minute with 11.2 
OTRs per target student per lesson. These data reflec t the prev ious rinding that less 
work was completed in Year 6 than in Year 2. A higher percentage of incorrect 
OTRs were made in Year 6 (5 1 %) than in Year 2 (36%). In Year 6, 48.9% o f the 
tri als that the target students performed were successful. compared to 64.2% in 
Year 2. Given the higher number of tri als in Year 2, it may be that wi th more 
practice came more success. This conclusion is supported by the leaming tri als 
literature (Buck, Harri sion, & Byrce, 1991: Silverman 1985). The complexity of 
tasks in each year was approx imate ly the same. 
Teacher Instructional Data 
Illstrtlctional Methods. In Year 2 and Year 6. Ian used whole-group. teacher-
directed instruction. Often students were grouped in twos or threes. In Year 2. he 
used students as spotters to ass ist the ir partners but dropped this practice in Year 6. 
reasoning that "Students are much more able to do the gymnas tics skill than act as 
e rrecti ve spotters: ' He used spotters in Year 2 because " 1 was a lot more tenlalive 
about gelling them hurt." In Year 6, Ian was morc conservative in his view o r what 
students could achieve on the ir own , There are two re lated issues here. First. s ince 
Year 2, Ian had sequenced his gymnas t ic~ content ac ross grade levels so that im-
portant safety skill s gel taught early. Berl iner ( 1988) identified the importance of 
Lime and stability in the setting as critical for the deve lopment of expertise, In 
physical education. unli ke the classroom, the teache r is able to structure the cur-
riculum re lati ve to his or her expectations ac ross a ll grade levels. Second. Ian 
"knows" his students belter. noting ''I'm more comrortable with feeling that they 
are sare now. when I watch them do something:' adding. "Knowing them since 
fi rst grade, II have l that knowledge ofthcm and lhe ir skills," Shulman ( 1987) iden-
tified thi s as an essential compune nt or teaching, Both Berliner ( 1988), and Cushing 
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et al. (1995) call this fam iliarity with student needs the development of "typical-
ity" and noted that it was on the basis o f such knowledge that speci fi c and contex-
amI instructional decisions are made. 
Teacher Interactio"s. Like the basketball unit, lan's interactions during 
engagemcnL were (a) with individuals over 90% of the time, and (b) invo lved cor-
rec ti ve feedback and praise linked together (90%), wi th desists representing less 
than 2% of all interactions. There were two-thirds fewer interactions per lesson in 
Year 6 ( 13.7) than in Year 2 (41 ). A primary reason for this difference is found in 
Lhc .. lInount of time spent by the class on engagement . In Year 2 engaged time was 
48.6%. while in Year 6 it was 29.2%. In relati ve terms the rate of teacher interac-
tions during slUdcnL engagement was the same in Year 6 as in Year 2, though the 
number of OTRs and the duration of engaged lime is less than half of the Year 2 
lessons. Teacher interactions were briefer in Year 6, and Ian was cognizant of this, 
stating, "I may need to give you the basics [instruction] and maybe a comment or 
two finteractionsJ . But I think I've figured out that you need the time to practice, 
wi thout rne hovering over you. saying ' no put your hand here'." Berliner ( 1988) 
reponed in his study of expertise that with experience comes improved decision 
making relati ve to '''what's important" instruclionally. 
7ilsks. Table 5 represents the scope and sequence chart derived from the 
videotape record of instruc tional tasks for gymnas tics. In Year 6, activities oc-
curred on the balance beam, the mats. and the parallel bars, while in Year 2. they 
occurred only on the mats and the balance beam. Differences exist in the number 
and nature of tasks performed per lesson for the first 4 lessons in Year 2 and Year 6. 
In Year 2. there were more tasks performed in lesson I through 4. particularly 
during lessons 3 and 4, than in Year 6. One explanation lies in a number of intro-
ductory drills used in Year 2 to systematically ready students for the forward roll , 
which were excluded in Year 6. In Year 2 Ian had been in the school for one year, 
and in Year 6 he had been there for 6 years. What was importam to include as a new 
teacher to gymnastics lessons in Year 2 had already been covered in earlier grades 
for these fifth graders in Year 6 as part of a systematic curriculum. The time and 
stability thai Ian spelll in his sening allowed these changes to occur. Furthennore, 
the reduction in skills taught was deliberate. Ian commented lhal he had learned 
from experience that by teaching less he could achieve more skillfulness: '"I' ve 
backed up and said basic skills. We go into it little by lin Ie:' Rather than cover a 
number of skills. Ian has chosen to cover fewer skills. a llow practice for them 
across grade levels, refining student peri"onnance across the years. This refinement 
ac tually produces more tasks per lesson. which means less practice on anyone 
task. The "Iess is more" notion is supponed in the literature (Kelly, 1989), in rec-
ognition of the time that it takes for teachers to instruct and fo r students to acquirc 
new skills. 
Similarities in Pedagogy and Contcnt 
In comparison with other studies of elementary schools. the time-based data 
reponed in this study suggest [an was quite emcient in his time management in 
both years. The combined percentages for fitness and engagement were in excess 
of 40% of the lesson time in both gymnastics and basketball . Thus, in (erms of the 
ALT-PE literature, Ian was, in Year 2 and in Year 6. an effective lcacher. In both 
years, Ian was a highly organized managcr. His lessons were highly routinized. 
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Table 5 Gymnast'it::s Year 2 Scope and Sequence C hltrt 
Tasks Lessons 2 3 4 5 6 7 
JlImp & rail I ' 
Shoulder roll 
Forward roll I 2' I 2 I 2 I 2 2 I 2 
Forward roll straddled 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Cartwheel I 2 I 2 I 2 I 2 I 2 
Roundoff 2 2 2 2 
Shoulder shrug 2 2 2 2 
Headstand-tripod 
Headstand leg extension I 
Headstand roll Qut I I 
Beam walk forward I 2 I 2 
Beam walk backwards I 2 2 
Beam crane 2 2 
Beam scale 2 2 
Beam turns squat 2 2 
Bcam turns stand 2 2 
Beam I·V" sit 2 2 
Vault j ump on board 2 2 
Vaul! squat OniO knees 
Jump orr 
Parallel bars mini -routine 2 2 
"1 = Year 2 lcssolls. 1>2 = Ye~tr 6 lessons. In year 6. lessons were n OI observed on Days 3 and 
6 : on these days the tencher reported what tasks had been Laught. In Year 2 and Year 6. Day 
7 was a testing day. 
These rou tines provided a predictability to lessons. There are several dimensions 
to this predictability. If this finding is framed within Doylcs' task systems' re-
search ( 1979, 1986). then lan 's use of routinization extends beyond mere manage-
ment but (Q routines where conlent functions as procedure. For example, the 
organizati on of the class during basketball was quite similar to that for soccer. Ian 
commented that the same class organ izat ion occurred, but instead of dribbling 
bctween cones wi lh a basketball. srudents dribbled a soccer ball . This was a delib-
erate strategy used by Ian 10 create order and effi ciency. ROlltines reduce ambigu-
ity, making the work familiar to a ll. Expectations in such circumstances arc clear 
and consistent. The routines used in Year 6 were almost identicallO those used in 
Year 2. One of the inlerobscrver agreemcnt raters in this study commentcd that 
unless you were informed, you couldn 't distinguish between each year 0 11 the ba-
sis of the routines uscd with the students. It was lan 's stated goal to te~lch the same 
routines 10 students in the first grade so thm as students moved through me school, 
he would spend less time on future iJlstrll ction . 
The simi larity of Ian's lessons across lesson~ and across the years may have 
a limiting side. First. Doy le ( 1986) has no ted lhal roulini zo:tt ion of famili ar work is 
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often al the expense of nove l work . Ian rationalized his li se of familiar work, as 
distinct from novel, by commenting. "Jf you try something new. you' re not going 
LO get it done [in one lesson). Anything new is like, let's take two or three classes, 
Ilol just a few minutes of demonstration," Thus Ian has made an instructional deci-
sion where the cost in terms of time to include new content was balanced against 
the expense of not teaching ex isting content. 
Second, while the routines may have served a managerial- instructional func-
tion. the sheer repetitiveness of the same routines lesson after lesson and year after 
year might be seen ~lS tedious. From the students' standpoint, if similar routines are 
performed each lesson an average of twice per week for 35 weeks. there would be 
70 lessons per year in which the same routines were performed. A student in Grade 
I in Year 2 would have encountered these routines about 350 times from Year 2 to 
Year 6. This may be less a description of a managerial-instructiona l strategy and 
more an example of a managerial-instructional rut. If one accepts this view, in this 
case, routin ization is not equi valent [Q instructional sophistication. but rather to 
instructional monotony. 
These di verse interpretations of lan's pedagogy are nOI dichotomous. When 
Ian began his instruction in Year 2, he arranged conditions so that he could create 
an effi cient gymnasium environment. one where activity time was max imized and 
where students knew what they had to do. Over time there has been lillie change, 
and because of this lack of change, Ihe lessons may have become monolonous for 
tCHcher and students. 
Differences in Pedagogy and Content 
The differences in the use of inslmctionallime have much to do wi th lan 's 
va lues and expectations of what he sees as achievable in his physical education 
classes. In basketball , a skill -specific warm-up was included nOI j ust to routinize 
some basic dribbling drills, but to create an interval training regimen with a goal of 
improv ing aerobic fi tness. In gymnastics, a 4-5 minute run was included at the 
expense of engaged lime [0 meet both fitness and managerial objecti ves. These 
changes reflect a stronger emphasis on fitn ess in Year 6 than in Year 2. Moreover, 
the changes indicate a Irade-off in values reflected in how he chooses to spend 
class ti me. 
A second d ifference is related to lan's expectations for student achievement. 
Ian lowered his expectations for student achievement signi ficantly in Year 6 from 
those of Year 2. In Year 2, he reported thai his focus had been all students playing 
the game of bask elba II and included basic defense lac lics such as guarding. In Year 
6, the foc us of the basketball unit was on successful social partic ipation in play-
ground games wilh basketball skills. Ian repealedly commenled thai students have 
changed. He suggested that his current students were less active and less interested 
in physical education than those he worked with in Year 2. During the member 
check. Ian added Ihat there was one fac tor beyond his control that also explained 
why he selected the conlenl thai he had in Year 6. Since Year 2. the communi ty 
where the school was locared had become increasingly transient. This produced 
classes where there was always a new student or two and where the classes as 
cohon groups changed on a semester to semester basis, creating uncertainty rela-
tive 10 the entry skills of the new sludems. His changes in expectations produced 
significant changes in basketball content and reduced by 11 % the available lime 
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for gymnastics, while increasing time spent on fitness. h may be that fitness is an 
easier goal to achieve than skill acquisition. Additionally, differences in the con-
tent in gymnastics are due, we suspect, to his increased competence in gymnastics 
since hi s early years of teaching. 
Another difference in lan's pedagogy was his acceptance of what consti -
tuted a disruption in hi s class . Berliner (1988), in his compari son of beginners and 
experts, described a sort of selective attention relative to managcmcnllhat experi -
enced teachers develop: "Experts will nor pay much attention to things if, in their 
judgments, they are going along smoothly" (p. 16). The purpose of such behavior 
is to focus attention on the important instructional componcllls of the lesson. This 
is consistent with Kounin's ( 1970) concept of smoothness, where management 
functions to maintain lesson momentum and avoid SLO PS due to disorder and dis-
ruptions. Ian commented on this issue, noting. "I much more overlook small stuff 
Ithan I once did]. You've got to let the small stuff go, or it would be all manage-
ment. There wouldn't be any instruction at all." His explanation suggests thaI he 
"picks his moments" relative to the big picture: "You tend to let the smaller things 
go . ... I let it go 3 or 4 classes, and then sooner or laterthough, we [will] stop and 
start all over again." In their study of exemplary science and math teachers, Tobin 
and Frazer ( 199 1) found that experienced teachers often have no pressure to main-
tain order, because of their high level of managerial efficiency, which almost al-
ways included.a high level ofroutinization. What worked as management in lan 's 
classes had less to do with maintaining order for the purpose of reducing misbe-
havior and off-task behavior, and more to do with maintaining smoothness and 
momentum in the lesson so that instructional objectives could be met. 
THEMES 
Anderson ( 1990) has cautioned qualitati ve researchers to beware of the single 
case, arguing in favor of multiple cases to strengthen the validity of the analysis. 
Notwithstanding this caution. and given the paucity of research that has been re-
ported on changes in teacher behavior beyond the firsl year of teaching, this study 
presented a unique opportunity to revisit a teacher who had spent 6 years in the 
same setting. The substantive within-case general izations we have described allow 
us to suggest three recurring themes in lan's work: pedagogical reductionism.typi-
cality, and isolation. 
Pedagogical Reductionism 
The descriptive and interview data obtained in thi s study leave one with a 
sense of pedagogical reductionism across the years. One way of interpreting this 
reductioni sm would to be see it as a focus Oll what works. Berl iner ( 1988) reported 
an imponant difference among beginning and expert teachers. Beginners tended to 
focus on management, while experts focused on instructi on. An overriding theme 
in lan's explanation of the changes he has made, and of his frustrations, had to do 
with the effecti veness of his instruction. His interv iew transcripts are full of refer-
ences to instructional gains and losses in selecting one instructional method over 
another (as an example, refer to the discussion of novel and familiar work dis-
cussed previously). His frustrations included not being able to achieve the level of 
ski llfulness he desired, in part because he saw changing student needs. and in part 
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because he saw a syslcm (in lemlS of lesson time, number of lesson per week. and 
numbers of students in the class) that prohibited him from using methods such as 
personalized instruction and onc-on-one instruction. In light of these issues. he 
reduced his pedagogical oplions to a one-size-fi ls-all instructional approach. 
There is. however. an alternative interpretation of the data. In this view, the 
descriptive and interview data describe a pedagogical structure with little varimion 
from day to day and from year to year. Ian may have identified what worked in his 
classes. but what worked may not necessarily be desirable, or effective, or func-
tional in achieving his goals. In short, his pedagogy was monotonous. The lack of 
\laria tion. as we have noted previously. is symptomatic of a managerial and in-
structional I1H . 
Typicaliry 
Cushing et al. (1995). in their studies of classroom teaching expertise, noted 
thal differences existed among experts. advanced beginners, and novices in their 
sense of what was typical in their classes. Ian's sense of what was typical had 
changed over the years. As he gained a sense of what was normal in his classes, he 
also believed that what was nonnal was changing from year to year. Ian had a very 
real sense that his studems were less competent in Year 6. In speaking abou t hi s 
classes in Year 6, he noted, "students enter school less ready, less capable." This 
view he reponed was shared by other teachers as well. For lan, his changing view 
of what was typical influenced his sense of what works. in short. what worked in 
Year 2 didn't work in Year 6 because he believed hi s students were different. More-
over, this perceived chmlge in the students affected Ian in terms of his enthusiasm 
and joy for teaching. In lan's words, "The joy is missing .... I think itlteachingJ 
can be extremely fulfilling and satisfying. But if that part Uoy] is sucked out of it. 
you're on the assembly line." He lays the blame at least in part on the capability of 
the students in his c lasses: 
Every year 1 say the same thing. Every year we' re at entry level. Every year we 
do exactly the same thing. The joy can be in growth. If you keep planting seeds 
and locusts keep wiping them out , . , afler a while you want (Q see some fruit. 
Isolation 
We noted in the introduction that embedded in experience are acts of reflec-
tion, mentorship by others, professional development, and contextual factors, such 
as the length of time in a selting and the stability of thaI seuing. The point being 
that mere opponunities to respond as a teacher over time are insufficient to explain 
or produce progress toward competency. Ian's pedagogy becomes more under-
standable when we frame his professional conduct in tenns of activities such as 
renection, mentorship. and professional developmel1l. 
Re t1ection and mentorship share much in cornman . Each requires that teach-
ers consider their behavior. In so doing, questions are asked of the teacher. In this 
case, the teacher is both speaker and li stener. In the case o f rnentorship, aileasl one 
of those roles is shared by another. An essential difference between refleclion and 
mentorship is thm wi th the latter comes the perspective of another, whereas reflec-
tion relies upon the experiences and knowledge of the individual teacher. Presum-
ably. renection is enhanced when the teacher is able to see other teachers at work 
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and to compare and contrast hi s or her own practices and ideas. In light of these 
statements, consider Ian 's response to the question: Who do you talk to about physi-
cal education? 
Ian: "Nobody." 
Interviewer: "All year long, there's no one?" 
Ian: "No one, .. , Our district never meets as a PE contingent." 
This crcates a special kjnd of proressional isolation. In the absence of being 
able to compare practices with, or be Illentored by, other physical education teach-
ers, Ian was effecti vely isolated from the common opponunitjes mat teachers use 
to judge their own work. In lan's case, this isolation was nOI restricted to physical 
education related ac tivi ties. While he acknowledges that in Year 6 he gelS along 
with everyone, he noted that during his initial years he was shunned by fellow 
teachers: "]nook a while to be accepted into the school. It 's the [school's] tradition 
to try to ice you out for three to four years. Now ] get along with people real well ," 
The shunning was not one-s ided. During his first two years in the school. Jan lim-
ited his contact with olher teachers by eating his lunch in hi s office, commenting 
that he didn 't like the atmosphere in the teachers lounge. 
For lan, professional development occurred in the form of district in-service 
and county physical education workshops. District in-service workshops were of-
ten directed toward classroom activities, such as computers and language curricula. 
Those physical education workshops that occurred at the district level tended to 
focus on coaching. lan was not, however, without blame in tenns of losing profes-
sional development opportunities, a point he acknowledged. He often did not at-
tend the county physical education workshops. [nstead. he took the time to catch 
up on unfinished work and to rest. A critical incident that occurred early in lan's 
career may explain his perception of professional development. Ian asked for help 
and permission from his principal and the school dislrict 10 arrange for an adapted 
physical education workshop to coincide wiU, a teacher development day orga-
nized by the regional teachers association, The school district did not support his 
proposal, as they did not want to set a precedent that teachers could go to the 
sessions not organi zed by the regional teachers association. It was a very strong 
message to Ian at the time, for he was wi lling to help organize the workshop and 
felt very upset that his subject was nOt being catered to at the regional teachers 
assoc iation meetings, This descriptjon of Ian existing in professional isolation is 
not atypical. O'Sullivrul (1989), and Stroot, Faucette, and Schwager, ( 1993) have 
noted that it is a characteristic that is common to physical education teachers. 
What can be done to reduce this isolation? While we might speculate on 
strategies to improve his isolation. Ian himself provided the clues, suggesting. 
I need lO be given the time, the planning time, to individualize this stuff. I 
have 400 students. I'm not treated like a professional. ... Other teachers 
have 24 to 27 students, 2 or 3 behavioral problems. 1 have everyone's 2 or 3 
Ibehavioral problems] every year. We need more workshops where a person 
can lower stress level. for us to collaborate as a district. physical educatjon 
teachers and administrators. There would have to be someone who would care. 
Set the curriculum and hold everyone accountable for the curriculum. Give 
[teachers] <I professional's schedule. Give me time to have a class, an adapted 
physical education class, simply for overweight low-fitness children. 
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Despite lan's sense of what he needs. he is not optimistic about these events 
happening. Indeed. he recognizes Ihe difticully of surviving wilhout whal he sees 
as necessary changes. ,, ) don' t want to gel out of leaching. Could I see being driven 
out of teaching? Yes!" Perhaps what Ian needs mosl of all is a colleague, someone 
to talk to about physical education ,md tcaching. Several investigators have em-
phasized the importance or a friend who knows the profession as an important 
componenI in overcoming fomls of isolation (Sparkes. TempJin. & Schempp. 1993: 
StroOi et al.. 1993). 
CONCLUSION 
lan's world in Year 6 is both similar Imd differenI From his world in Year 2. II is 
most similar in lem1S of his use of time, his managerial and inSlfllctional routines, and 
his professional isolation. It is most different in tenns of his sense of what students 
can accomplish. wh.ich has inlluenced the content that he sees as appropcime for gym-
naslics and basketball . His world in Year 6 is nOt what he would have predicted in Year 
2. nor is it one he is happy with . He also knows to a large extent what has to happen to 
correel it. Giddens (1979) suggests that indi viduals require both the power to act and 
the power over resources. Like many leachers. Ian has the romler, but not the laner. 
For changes in lan's world to occur, particularly the changes he recommended, power 
over resources becomes a necessity. 
In thi s paper. we have described the environment of the classroom using 
uescripti ve and interview dara to triangulate findings re lative to s imilarities and 
differences in the pedagogy and content of one teacher as we revisited him 5 years 
after our tirst vis it. The gymnas ium environmclll , however. is itself pan of a large r 
environment including the school and the di strict. Though we have described the 
~imilaritics and differences in lan 's lessons, we cannOI adequate ly undersumd them 
Wilhoulul1derstanding the larger polit ical and social structure that surrounded his 
gymnasium. More s tudies like this are needed, but such studies also need to exam-
ine the political and social structurc- bolh within the school and without- that 
dri ve the character of thc inslruCtion and provide some insight into the uniqueness 
Ihat each setting imposes on the players. 
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